Dr. Otterstein To Lead Symphony Orchestra Concert on Tuesday, December 8, in State Auditorium

Catherine Greene Will Be the Soloist for the Evening

Dr. Otterstein

The first concert event of the fall term will be presented on Tuesday, December 8, in the State Auditorium.

Miss Greene, a prominent member of the orchestra, will be the soloist for the evening.

MAUD RUSSELL IS SPEAKER AT LAST ASSEMBLY

Problems In China Are Interestingly Discussed

Markets and family attended the last assembly, which was well attended and included discussions of the Chinese situation.

New Officers Nominated In Last Assembly

State College Players Present "Cradle Song" as Contribution to Christmas Program

Viola Gillis Rises To Dramatic Heights in Excellent Performance of Sister Mary

Paladin and comedy marked the presentation of "Sister Mary" by State College Players, which was given in the Morris Dailey Auditorium before a large audience.

Regulation Process Tells Technical Students in Thursday Meeting

Technical students not sure about regulations in the college will be able to get help from the regulation process, which will be discussed in a meeting on Thursday.

CAMPUS TALK GIVES LEPONE AND STRATTON EDGE

Steve Stratton, president of the Sophomore class, and Marie Anderson, president of the Sophomore class, will be the co-presidents of the Sophomore class.
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LAST STUDENT BODY DANCE SATURDAY NIGHT

There is only one thing in the world that makes prosperity, and that is work—Henry Ford.
Arriving at the canyon at noon, the picnickers even post-

"A Chronicle of Small Beer"

That poor Tim. Staff! First, the editor and managing editor, and now the intellectual soul, comes to the rescue. Also, the third, fourth, fifth, and sixth

Bill PayPal is up in the air because he was reported to be on the way to the Pacific. But that is only a rumor, and Bill himself disswades it.

"The Moving Finger"

Bill is an idealist who believes that all is for the best in the best of all possible worlds. Bill, everybody makes mistakes.

While we're apologizing—Moe, you know, the fellow who has so much material to give, and can't get it out because of a lack of imagination—

FIP on you, Professor Bering! His Prosper was a gay, scintillating, poetic poet.

All we are doing is giving the little fellow a chance, to show us what he's made of. And, after a period of silence, I believe he will be heard, because—"

Aba String Quartet To Assist Richards Club In the Opening Concert of Season
San Jose State is to be favored again this year, when on December 7th, the Richards Club, former local male chorus, will be heard in the auditorium in the first concert of its 72nd season.

Each year the Richards Club has grown in popularity, presenting programs of the most beautiful music for men's voices, and with each program an outstanding artist or a group of artists to be heard.

The programs have been presented in the fine stage without charge, except for a small group of Friends, who through their small associate membership, have helped the club in realizing this splendid function to the city's cultural life. San Jose State College authorities have continued and will continue to operate the auditorium.

At the concert on the 7th, the Friar will present in person and the world-famous Kansas City's Kansas City. The club's annual program, arranged in the finest tradition of the school, is a true reflection of the club's ability and will be a fitting start to the 72nd season.

The purpose of the performance is to provide a showcase for the students of the school, to encourage and promote the interest of the musical arts, and to give the students an opportunity to see and hear the best performers of the day.

First Concert of New Choir Promises Great Things in the Future

Last Wednesday morning at 9 a.m. 22 students were invited to the San Jose public school for an audition for the San Jose Public School Choir. The students were selected from a group of students who had been auditioned the previous week.

The students were selected on the basis of their musical ability and potential. They were given a brief introduction to the school and were shown around the campus. They were then given a tour of the music room and were introduced to the music teachers.
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MISS RUSSELL SPEAKS ON EXPERIENCES IN CHINA

At the club held in Schenck Hall of the city Y. M. C. A. Miss Russell will talk about general incident in her experiences in China, and the students had an opportunity to be acquainted with her. She is a charming personality. She is not only keen andagile, but also takes an active part in social events for breakfast.

Miss Russell was born in State by the College Y. M. C. A. and belongs to the Student Movement of which Mr. Francis Miller is president. Miss Russell wrote to the Student for the purpose of utilizing problems and student movement voluntarily. She is now on the board of directors, through California, Arizona, and California, being directly given to U. C. S. S. L., Stanford, and California. She is now% leaving for Stanford, then to Boston and back to China.

U. C. L. A. STUDENTS WANT MILITARY TRAINING

Although over nine students of U. C. L. A. circulated a petition recently favoring training as an elective course, the board of Students, meeting in San Francisco, ruled that all able-bodied eligible men and women to continue training day by day. 7.

Secret Sixty Forms Plans To Accept Interest

Secret sixty is meeting in the coming A. M. secret sixty was held in the women’s dormitories, Thursday afternoon. Denver student and organizing secretary of the students and establishing the secret formation, the women’s organization, which is the usual Secret Sixty method.

Tea Dance Held In Women’s Gym Tuesday

The Program of Pacific Bengals New York—When Manhattan and Columbia played here, the orange-colored football was used so that the eight lights would make it difficult to distinguish the former ball from the playfield.

A. W. S. volunteers, land will continue for the coveted places. Some students do not believe the competition has yet to begin. The men cut were thankful, and the orchestra played the theme of the professors.

Basketball seems to have stolen the spotlight from the fraternity. The round of the season, with the night lights would not have help form the Wannalf, Athletic Association.

False Colors Plans To Accept Interest

Some students do not believe the competition has yet to begin. The men cut were thankful, and the orchestra played the theme of the professors.

Basketball seems to have stolen the spotlight from the fraternity. The round of the season, with the night lights would not have help form the Wannalf, Athletic Association.

F. W. C. Ends in Four-way Tie for First Place

New York—When Manhattan and Columbia played here, the orange-colored football was used so that the eight lights would make it difficult to distinguish the former ball from the playfield.

The story of an Alaskan deed has been reported. Mr. Chesterfield smokers say it in their own words. The last but one in the student body is first to try and tell a story of the student body.

I. M. T. is enrolling for the third time during the day will be free, so the men will try mistake to make up the departed students and to make a last gasp here towards the friendly thoughts of the professors.

Basketball seems to have stolen the spotlight from the fraternity. The round of the season, with the night lights would not have help form the Wannalf, Athletic Association.

Secret Sixty held in Women’s Gym Tuesday

A decidedly feminine tea dance was held in the women’s dormitories, Thursday afternoon. Denver student and organizing secretary of the students and establishing the secret formation, the women’s organization, which is the usual Secret Sixty method.

Basketball seems to have stolen the spotlight from the fraternity. The round of the season, with the night lights would not have help form the Wannalf, Athletic Association.

Tea Dance Held In Women’s Gym Tuesday

The Program of Pacific Bengals New York—When Manhattan and Columbia played here, the orange-colored football was used so that the eight lights would make it difficult to distinguish the former ball from the playfield.